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Daylight™ lamps offer full spectrum lighting
that reduces glare and eye-strain, helping you
to see intricate details with ease any time of

the day or night, all daylight™ bulbs and tubes
use 80% less energy reducing your electricity
bill and doing your bit for the planet. All lamps
have been specifically designed to suit all craft

and needlecraft needs. 
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Enables you to see
intricate details with

ease

Ensures you see
colours accurately,
essential for colour

matching

Significantly
increases contrast

Designed for
individual needs

Some daylight™
products have been

developed in
conjuntion with RNIB

Full spectrum light
technology reduces
glare which reduces
eye pain, headaches

and red-eye

Uses 80% less
energy and lasts 10

times longer

Bulbs / tubes use low
heat technology for
comfort and safety

In-house design with
practical function

See below what a difference daylight™ can make…
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Daylight’s premium lighting range enables you to work on projects
comfortably in your own home; each lamp is specially designed with the
consumer in mind, stylish yet practical meeting individual needs.
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Swan Table Lamp
D23020-01
Multifunctional table lamp with flexible and easy twist shade suitable
for all types of hobbies. 
Includes energy saving daylight™ white natural, flicker free 18w tube,
work and read longer in comfort.

11W daylight™ bulb
D15110

20W daylight™ bulb
D15200

Swan Floor Lamp
D23030-01
Multifunctional floor lamp suitable for all types of hobbies.
6 wheels on the base of the lamp making it easy to move around.

Slimline Table Lamp
D32107
Height adjustable with flexible arm. 
Supplied with metal clamp so that it can be fit to any surface. 

Twist Portable Lamp 
D33700
Easy Twist shade, maximum work space with maximum light angle. 
Foldable design, easy to store and transport with you anywhere you go.

Available in the UK only
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Naturalight™ lamps from the Daylight Company provide you with the
ultimate in quality, convenience, energy efficiency and value.
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Table Magnifying Lamp
DN1040
Small and powerful table lamp.
Includes energy saving 12w Naturalight™ tube and
lens cover.

LED Flexilens with Base & Clip
DN1161
A unique and adaptable base with clip for
attachment to frames, hoops or a table with
swing-out legs to stand freely too.
2 super bright pure white daylight™ LED’s.

Flexilens on Clamp
DN90942
Large magnifying lens for all detailed tasks.
Long flexible arm with strong clamp for accurate positioning on tables and frames.

Flexilens on Mini Clip
DN91101
Hands-free magnifier for all intricate details on projects. 
Flexible arm, able to adjust to exactly where you need it.

NEW • Available March
LED Pocket Magnifier
DN95062
Discrete and light magnifier to take with you
anywhere you travel. Daylight™ LED reduces eye
strain and improves contrast.

LED Clip-on Light
DN1057
Ultra light clip-on light which can be attached to frames and hoops.
Perfect for travelling, get the best light wherever you are.

NEW • Available March
LED Neck Magnifier
DN91211
Super light-weight, sits comfortably when in use.
LED light reduces eye strain and improves contrast
when working.

NEW • Available March
Clip on Spectacle Magnifiers
DN91171
Unique box set of four lenses, 1.7, 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0 x magnification.
Simply clip the frame to glasses, flip up for normal viewing.

Available in the UK only


